
  



Pre-Poo: Also called Dry Condition. Using any product or treatment before cleansing on either wet or dry hair (usually a 
conditioner, deep treatment, or oil on the hair) to aid in detangling, saturating, etc 

Co-wash: Using a conditioner exactly like a cleanser to wash the hair. Generally, causes less damage than cleansing. 

Cleanse: Sulfate free cleansers, hair rinses, and baths remove dirt, oil, bacteria and product form the hair work by lifting 
open the cuticle wide allowing cleaning agents to enter the hair shaft which trap water soluble build-up from the hair and 

wash them away with water. Standard use is 1-3 times per week.

Clarify: A more aggressive form of cleanser that is specifically 
designed to target long-term build-up created from products that 
are not removed with other cleansers in the rotation. 

Chelate: A more aggressive form of cleanser that is specifically 
designed to target long-term build-up created from treated or 
hard water sources that are not removed with other cleansers in 
the rotation.

Cleanser Rotation: Having more than one cleanser available to 
ensure that all forms of build-up that the hair encounters are 
adequately removed from time-to-time to prevent them from 
hardening and crystallizing inside of or on the hair shaft.

Fire Starter: Rubbing the palms together on a clump of hair to 
loosen and free excess skin cells, dirt, oil, and other forms of 
build-up. Generally, more aggressive than massaging.

Squish To Condish (STC):  A curly hair styling method of squishing water, conditioner and/or styling products into the 
hair to encourage total saturation and absorption by the hair shaft. 

Double Condition: Using conditioner twice in a row with a full rinse in between. A Co-wash followed by a condition could 
also be considered a double.

Condition Plop: Clipping, tying or plopping hair that is full of water while in the shower to allow conditioner to soak and 
penetrate more deeply. Great time for other shower things!

Deep Condition: Some products are labeled as “deep conditioners” but what is more important that whatever marketing 
terms are on the product you are using is how deeply the conditioner is being used. Even lighter conditioners can behave 
more deeply when paired with STC, the bowl method and condition plopping, and a lot of love. 

Condition Plop: Clipping, tying or plopping hair that is full of water while in the shower to allow conditioner to soak and 
penetrate more deeply. Great time for other shower things!

Bowl Method: Collecting the product-y water that drips from the hair during styling in a bowl and dipping the hair back 
inside to work conditioner or product and water into the hair more deeply.
 
  - When used while conditioning it helps hydration to penetrate the hair shaft and work its way inside and is especially 
great for hair that struggles to get soaking wet or that has build-up. 

  - When used while styling it helps to trap hydration inside of the hair shaft and give a better seal while styling and is espe-
cially great for hair that dries out quickly or that is excessively damaged. 

Cleansing Strategies

       Conditioning Strategies



Encourage: 
These are the styling strateges we use when we want to focus on encouraging water into the hair shaft while supporting 
and cultivating the natural curl pattern. Keep in mind that they do tend to cause a bit more frizz and leave less of a cast.

Filler:
Hair that is more damaged or higher in porosity generally struggles to hang on to hydration for very long. Products that 
fill the gap where the cuticle is lifted can be coupled with encouraging styling strategies to create a barrier that prevents 
that water inside from evaporating and also give the cuticle and sealer something to stick to. Hair that has more build-up 
or is lower in porosity will often be able to skip this step.

Pulse: Using the scrunching motion but with short, gentle pulses to press water and product deep into the hair shaft and 
encourage a stronger curl pattern.
 
Scrunch: Cupping the ends the hair in the palms hand, bringing them to the root and squeezing to press water into the 
hair shaft and encourage curl pattern.  

Press: A gentler, more elongating scrunch where the palm is brought to the root and the hand presses just one single time 
in a long hard scrunch.

Cup: A gentle, more elongating scrunch where the 
palm is brought to the root without actually pressing 
the hair.

Raking: Using your fingertips to work  through detan-
gled hair fromroots to ends to encourage water and 
products to evenly distribute and completely sour-
round each individual hair shaft.

Clapping: Halfway to Prayer Hands, clapping is when 
you press the hair between your palms in a clapping 
motion, rather than a downward smoothing motion.

Coiling: Using the thumb and index finger to wrap the hair in circles around itself, encouraging the natural curl pattern. 
Keep in mind that each hand coils the curls in a different direction.

Bear Claw: A raking motion but barely touching your fingers together and smoothing root to end.

Rope: Grasping curl clumps between the palm and thumb and gently smoothing from root to end. 

Glide: Also Called Smear or Pet. Using the palm of the hand to gentle press hair flat, usually used on the roots, crown and 
whoril.

Cold Blast: Cool water can be used at the end of a shower to naturally help the cuticle to contract and lay flat, sealing in 
moisture, and creating a smooth and shiny surface. 

Prayer Hands: Pressing the hair between the palms of the hands and gliding from root to end.

Elongate
These are the styling strategies we use when we wan to focus on increasing definition, smoothing frizz, and locking in 
hydration.

Sealer: 
After water is sufficiently trapped inside of the hair, products (generally gel) that smooth the cuticle down and help it to 
lay flat can be coupled with either more elongating styling strategies to create a slight film – called a cast – which locks 
hydration inside of the hair shaft.

Styling Strategies



Plop: Collecting the curls at the top of your head and wrapping or tying a 
smooth piece of fabric such as microfiber, muslin, or a t-shirt around them 
to remove excess water is a more encouraging way to begin the drying 
process. 

Micro Plop:  Using a smooth piece of fabric and scrunching each curl 
clump in order to bring the curls to a semidry state.

Towel Twist: Using a smooth piece of fabric to wrap around the length 
of the hair (as shown on the right) is a more elongating way to begin the 
drying process.

Cast: Some sealers, when applied and dried properly, can create a thin bar-
rier that helps to hold curl and lock in hydration, known as a cast.

Air Dry: Allowing the curls to dry naturally after plopping, twisting, or 
micro-plopping.

Diffuse: Using an attachment for the hair dryer that disperses the air flow 
over a wider area and allowing the hair to dry in its natural state, remain 
still and form a cast. 

Pixie Diffuse: Using the diffuser pointed upward to collect the curls at the 
ends like a bowl and bring it all the way to the scalp then turn the diffuser on for 30-60 seconds and shut off before freeing 
that section. 

Hover Diffuse: Using the diffuser pointed downward to dry the curls with the air flowing with the cuticle, reducing frizz in 
increasing definition.

SOTC (Scrunch Out The Crunch): Using a scrunching, shaking and fluffing motion to work out the thin layer of product 
left on the hair and release the natural curl. SOTC increases volume, but it can also reduce shine and cause frizz.

 

The Perfect Set

Don’t forget to document your 
experiments with our FREE 

Process Trackers

https://consciouslycurly.com/process-tracker/


Make It Last
Dry Refresh: Using small dollops of product to increase definition and reduce frizz on the hair inbetween wash and wet 
refresh days.

Damp Refresh: Using water out of a spray bottle or the faucet with small amounts of product to increase definition and 
reduce frizz on the hair inbetween wash and wet refresh days.

Wet Refresh: Fully saturating and detangling the hair in the shower with just conditioner and/or styling product to rehy-
drate and style hair inbetween wash days. 

Shingling: Separating the hair into layers and sections to 
style or refresh.

Pineapple: A high ponytail or loose bun at the top of your 
head used to protect curls from being smotherd and flattened 
whie sleeping. 

Medusa: Clipping individual curl clumps at the crown of the 
headto prevent them from being smothered and flattened 
while sleeping. Can be a bit more gentle or encouraging than 
the Pineapple. 

Satin & Silk: These smooth fabrics are commonly used in 
bonnets, head wraps, headbands or even pillowcases to help 
preserve curlsand make them easier to refresh in the morn-
ing.. 

This easy act of curl love will help
reduce morning frizz and tangles.
Check out the Product Finder for

our favorite overnight tools.

Overnight Protection
IS A GAME CHANGER!

https://consciouslycurlymethod.com/product-finder

